Toward an Agent-Centered Theory of Voluntariness*

Abstract: �e concept of voluntariness is central to informed consent and personal
autonomy, yet it has been underexplored by bioethicists. �ere are various theories
intended to explain voluntary choice and action. None is fully agent-centered, in the
sense that the conceptualization of voluntariness takes into account the agent’s views
of her decisions and actions. An agent-centered theory of voluntariness would promote analytical precision, and foster autonomy in healthcare and research practices.
According to the most in�uential bioethical theory of voluntariness, here called the
Voluntariness as Control theory, an action is non-voluntary if the agent is controlled
by external in�uences. �e theory is critically discussed from an agent-centered
perspective, and a new conceptualization of voluntariness is proposed.
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Introduction

Voluntariness is a central concept in bioethics. It is most commonly associated with
informed consent, i.e., an agent’s valid authorization of a medical intervention or
research participation. Consent to such interventions or practices is invalid if it is
not voluntary. However, the concept of voluntariness has been underexplored by
bioethicists. Multiple and mutually incompatible theoretical accounts are present in
the literature on informed consent. Although one type of conceptualization has been
more in�uential than others, no single tradition or school of thought overshadows
the others completely. �is article is intended to stimulate bioethicist debate on
voluntariness; its conditions, and role.
No theory of voluntariness that is present in the contemporary bioethical literature
is agent-centered, i.e., takes the agent’s perspective into account. Here, it is argued
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that, to foster personal autonomy, a conceptualization of voluntariness should be
aligned with how the agent actually leads her life and acknowledge whether she
is engaged with her decisions and actions. It is proposed that an action should be
understood as non-voluntary if and only if it is coerced, and if the agent thinks of
the action as non-voluntary when being coerced to perform it.
�e article is structured as follows. First, I introduce three hypothetical cases that
demonstrate the ambiguities of voluntariness as a pre-theoretical construct. �en,
I outline �ve theories of voluntariness that are present in contemporary bioethical
literature. �e most in�uential, here called the Voluntariness as Control theory, is
the main target of the subsequent arguments. In the sections that follow, I use a set
of examples to show how the Voluntariness as Control theory is �awed, and why
it is important that a theory of voluntariness is agent-centered. Lastly, I defend my
proposed conceptualization from some expected objections, and put the theory at
work by applying it to hypothetical cases.

Contemporary theories of voluntariness
When voluntariness is relevant

Consider these three hypothetical cases in which the concept of voluntariness could
be invoked. First, suppose that a nurse serves a patient a cup of co�ee. �e patient,
who does not wish to take any medicine, asks whether there is anything but co�ee
in the cup. It is only co�ee, the nurse assures the patient, knowing that she does not
wish to take any medicine. �is continues routinely for a month or two. �e nurse
serves the patient co�ee, persistently maintaining that there is nothing but co�ee
in the cup, and the patient consumes it. One day, the patient learns that there has
been medicine dissolved in every cup of co�ee that the nurse has served her. Did the
patient take the medicine voluntarily?
Now, suppose that a young pregnant woman tells her doctor that her parents,
her partner, her partner’s parents, and all her friends think that she should have an
abortion. She quotes them saying: “You are too young. You should �nish school, get
a job, marry, and then perhaps think about having children.” When her doctor asks
the patient what she wants, she repeats in �rst person: “I am too young. I should
�nish school, get a job, marry, and then perhaps think about having children.” It is
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clear to the doctor that the patient does not follow her own wishes, but others’.� If
she would go through the procedure, would it be voluntarily?
Lastly, suppose that a patient has lived with a severe depression for a long time.
She also su�ers from some physical disease, the cure of which requires that the patient
undergoes treatment. �e patient refuses, and expresses a wish to die. Does she refuse
treatment voluntarily? If her doctors enrolled the patient in a study to learn about
the process of dying from that disease, would the patient’s consent to participate be
valid?
In neither case is the answer obvious. �ey are—supposedly—examples of manipulation, social pressure, and the potential lack of decision-making capacity, which
all require careful moral analysis. However, it is not unquestionably clear whether the
concept of voluntariness should be invoked to express whatever it is that is morally
problematic with the cases. Conceptual ambiguities render it vague how the concept
of voluntariness should be applied in healthcare and research. In what follows, I will
brie�y account for some conceptualizations of voluntariness that have been proposed
in bioethical literature. Some demarcations are necessary, however.
First, some theorists wish to distinguish between voluntary choice and voluntary
action. However, in the bioethical literature on voluntariness, “choice” and “action” are
more o�en than not used indiscriminately. And, I fail to see why a distinction would
be necessary. In the present context, the concept of voluntariness—disregarding of
how it is understood—applies to informed consent. Consent could also be conceptualized both as choice and as action, so that consenting to something is “to decide
in favor of that something,” or similar, or “to perform a speech act that marks an
approval of that something,” or similar. Voluntariness would apply alike in either way;
the agent consents voluntarily or non-voluntarily, disregarding of whether consent is
understood as choice or as action. Accordingly, “choosing” and “acting” voluntarily
are here merely proxies for the overarching “consenting” voluntarily, and will be used
interchangeably.
Furthermore, in the present context, voluntariness is an interpersonal concept
(cf. Nozick ����, p. ���). Since ancient times, voluntariness has been discussed in
wider contexts. Aristotle, for instance, questioned whether a sailor who throws
his cargo overboard to save his ship from capsizing in a storm does so voluntarily
(Aristotle. ����, ����a�–��). Facts of nature that forces us to make choices like the
� Whether
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sailor’s can be analyzed in terms of voluntariness, although it is not relevant for the
present interpersonal purposes.
Moreover, doing something non-voluntarily is di�erent from doing something
involuntarily. While it is yet to be established what the former means, doing something
involuntarily means that the action is not causally linked to the agent’s decisional
mechanisms. In short, re�exes such as blinking and sneezing are involuntary actions.
It could also be argued that they are not actions at all, but I will not explore that
possibility further here. It su�ces to say that in the following, involuntariness is not
of interest, why I will only treat non-voluntariness (and voluntariness).
Finally, it has been argued that the individualist framework of personal autonomy
and informed consent is inappropriate and should give way to a structuralist narrative
that better captures agents’ lived experiences by acknowledging patterns of “class,
race, ethnicity, sex, and other demographic characteristics” (Fisher ����, pp. ���–
��).� Others have suggested that individualism “abstracts from an interconnected
social reality” and “overlooks the fact the people o�en base the social relationships
on relational care” (Osuji forthcoming). Such critique marks a distinction between
individualism and non-individualism that, in turn, entails a complete separation
between di�erent schools of bioethical thought. �erefore, I note that a defense of
individualism per se would be desirable, although that is beyond the scope of the
present purposes. Non-individualist theories of voluntariness will not be taken into
further consideration here.
Theories of voluntariness

Most accounts of voluntariness share the notion that coercion always renders actions non-voluntary. Hyman discusses (but dismisses) an alternative view: “. . . it
is plausible that threats, however terrible, change the incentives associated with a
course of action, just as o�ers and bribes do, so that they in�uence but do not abolish
choice, and therefore do not negate voluntariness” (Hyman ����, p. ���). Olsaretti has
developed a theory of voluntariness that does not build on coercion. In it, a choice
is non-voluntary if it is made because the alternatives that the chooser believes she
faces are unacceptable according to an objective standard of well-being (����, ����;
see also Colburn ����). �at is, if A is coerced to do φ, but still has the acceptable
� See
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alternative of doing δ, then she does φ voluntarily. Furthermore, Olsaretti holds that
choice is voluntary if the only acceptable alternative is one that the agent likes so
much that she chooses it because of that. So, if A is coerced to do φ, but likes φ so
much that she chooses to do it because of that, then A does φ voluntarily.�
According to Hyman, the concept of voluntariness must be understood in light of
its function, which is to “inform the appraisal of individual conduct,” in particular “the
assessment of innocence and guilt” (����, p. ���). Hyman suggests that voluntariness
is formed by negation, and provides the rough de�nition that “a certain thing is done
voluntarily if, and only if, it is not done out of ignorance or compulsion” (����, p. ���).
He tracks the historical roots of his theory back to the antics, noting that ignorance
is identi�ed as an exculpation already in the Iliad (����, p. ���).
Nozick proposes that non-rights-violating actions are voluntarily performed. �e
theory builds on the so-called “self-ownership thesis,” i.e., the normative proposition
that every individual person has an exclusive right to her own body and mind that
amounts to a property in her self (Nozick ����, p. ix; see also Ch. �–�). As full
property rights apply in Nozick’s political libertarianism, the self-ownership thesis
entails that no person is morally entitled to intervene with anyone else’s person or
project. Intervening (without permission) is a rights violation. In Nozick’s theory, all
rights-violating actions, and only rights-violating actions, negate voluntariness.
I call the theory which has been most in�uential in bioethics the Voluntariness
as Control (VaC) theory. It is supported by, among others, Beauchamp and Childress
(����) and Nelson et al. (����). According to the VaC theory, an action is voluntary if it
is free from controlling in�uences. In the co�ee example, the patient was manipulated
into believing that there was no medicine in her co�ee. She was therefore under
someone else’s control, and acted non-voluntarily. Likewise, had the nurse pointed a
gun at the patient and said “drink your co�ee or I will shoot you,” the patient had
been controlled by coercion and thus acted non-voluntarily. As the VaC theory is
the most in�uential in bioethics, it will be the main target for the arguments in the
following sections. �erefore, it deserves some elaboration.
The VaC theory

In their prominent book Principles of Biomedical Ethics, Beauchamp and Childress
adhere to the VaC theory. �ey outline their version of the theory by writing that “a
� See
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person acts voluntarily if he or she wills the action without being under the control
of another person or condition” (����, pp. ���–��). Similarly, Appelbaum et al. argue
that voluntariness depends on “the extent to which subjects are actually exposed to
external, intentional, and illegitimate in�uences that causally impact their decisions”
(����, p. ��). Nelson et al. (����) provide the most elaborate account of the theory
that voluntariness is closely linked to being in control over one’s actions.� Voluntary
action, they argue, should be understood in terms of the two necessary and jointly
su�cient conditions of intentional action and the absence of controlling in�uences.
�e notion of intention is binary, in the sense that an act either is or is not intentional,
while the notion of controlling in�uences is a matter of degree, so that an act can be
more or less free from controlling in�uences on a continuum from total control to
total absence of control.�
Examples of controlling in�uences in the broad sense include o�ers of payment,
threats, education, deceit, manipulative advertising, emotional appeals, and the like
(ibid., p. �). Such in�uences can deprive agents of at least some degree of voluntariness.
Manipulation involves “the use of nonpersuasive means to alter a person’s understanding of a situation and motivate the person to do what the agent of in�uence intends”
(ibid., p. �). A person can be manipulated in several ways. One can manipulate the
information a person receives through di�erent communication techniques or the
format and method of risk disclosure. Financial incentives such as o�ers or rewards
or access to drugs or medical care can distort a person’s view of her options of choice.
Furthermore, one can be manipulated through, for example, withheld information,
misleading exaggeration, and explicit lies, which are all examples of cases in which
the manipulated agent has no credible possibility of recognizing that she is receiving
skewed information.�
Furthermore, a person can be controlled through coercion. Coercion is the total
control over an agent’s actions that occurs “if and only if one person intentionally
either forces another person or uses a credible and severe threat of harm to control
� �eir

account forms the basis of at least one empirical study of voluntariness; Miller et al. (����).
to Nelson et al., the theory of voluntariness as degree of control was �rst introduced as a
detailed construct by Wall (����). However, Wall did not conceive the notion of voluntariness as control.
Beauchamp and Childress had already written that the “primary meaning of ‘voluntariness’ is exercising
choice free of coercion or other forms of controlling in�uence by other persons” in the second edition of
their Principles (����, p. ��).
� Similarly, a person may be persuaded into doing or believing something. However, Nelson et al. argue
that persuasion is consistent with voluntariness. When persuaded, “a person believes something through
the merit of reasons proposed” and is therefore not controlled (����, p. �).
� According
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another person” (Nelson et al. ����, p. �). True coercion by threat “requires that a
credible and intended threat disrupts and reorders a person’s self-directed course of
action” (ibid., p. �).�
According to the VaC theory, the patient in the co�ee example took her medicine
non-voluntarily, at least given that someone—presumably the nurse—intentionally
arranged the whole situation. If there had been a mix-up in the hospital kitchen so
that the patient was served co�ee intended to be served to some other patient who,
for some reason, wished to have his or her medicine dissolved in co�ee, the patient
would not have been intentionally controlled by someone else. VaC theorists would
then not deem the patient’s actions non-voluntary. However, the opposite conclusion
could also be drawn, if a distinction is introduced between control negatively and
control positively, in a sense corresponding to negative and positive liberty.
�e above account of control as non-manipulation and non-coercion is an account
of control negatively construed, that is, acting and choosing without being controlled
by some other person or condition. Being in control positively is something else.
Nelson et al. write that the condition of noncontrol “is not su�cient for voluntary
action, because an agent in control is likewise essential,” and analyze “this agency”
as “capacity for intentional action” (����, p. ��). Similarly, Wall writes that control
requires that one is “able to follow through and perform in ways that facilitate the
realization of what is sought,” which appears to be the idea of being able to direct
one’s behavior in accordance with one’s intentions (����, pp. ���–�). �is is also how
Beauchamp indicates that he understands control (Beauchamp ����, p. ��).
�e patient who, due to a mix-up in the hospital kitchen, is mistakenly served coffee with medicine dissolved in it is not controlled by some other person or condition.
Yet, she lacks control positively construed; she is not in control over her medication.
�erefore, a VaC theorist could argue that she does not take the medicine voluntarily.
Control positively construed, however, shows too much resemblance to the concept of personal autonomy. It obscures the important distinction between doing
something voluntarily and doing something autonomously.
Beauchamp and Childress describe autonomy “in terms of normal choosers who
act (�) intentionally, (�) with understanding, and (�) without controlling in�uences
that determine their action” (����, pp. ���–�). Taylor writes that “a person is autonomous if he guides and directs his decisions and actions in the light of his own
� �is

conceptual framework was �rst introduced by Nozick (����).
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desires and values, free from the interference of others” (Taylor ����, p. xiii). And,
Christman understands it similarly:
In general, autonomy is meant to manifest self-government, the ability
of the person to guide her life from her own perspective rather than be
manipulated by others or be forced into a particular path by surreptitious
or irresistible forces. (Christman ����, p. ���)
Control positively construed is almost or completely identical to personal autonomy, as the concept is understood both generally in the �eld and speci�cally by
some of the most prominent autonomy theorists. It is unclear what VaC theorists
think of this resemblance. However, the distinction between voluntariness and autonomy should be upheld. It is important not least because voluntariness is partly
constitutive of autonomy; an act can be voluntary and non-autonomous but not
non-voluntary and autonomous. �erefore, I will not take the possibility of control
positively construed into further consideration in this article.
An agent-centered theory of voluntariness
Manipulation and voluntariness

�e VaC theorists’ claim that manipulation negates voluntariness is too strong. �ere
might be a connection between the factual basis for a choice or an act and the voluntariness with which it is performed, but the VaC theory overstates that connection.
�e theory renders inaccurate act descriptions, and thereby fails to be aligned with
how agents lead their lives. Consider the following hypothetical examples of manipulated agents whose choices it would be misguided to describe as non-voluntary.
Suppose that a patient correctly believes that she has treatment options A, B, and
C to choose from. She is completely indi�erent with regards to how preferable they
are; it does not matter at all to the agent which treatment she receives. �e hospital
has �nancial interests in patients choosing non-A, and the patient’s doctor has been
instructed to falsely tell patients that A is unavailable. �e doctor complies, and based
on the doctor’s lie the patient chooses B.
It is an overstatement to claim that the patient chose B non-voluntarily. �e
patient could live her whole life not knowing that she was once deprived of option
A. In her mind, the choice stood between the equally good B and C. Describing her
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treatment decision as non-voluntary is alien to how she leads her life. If the patient
were to �nd out about the truth, she might begin to think of option A as somewhat
better than B; an irrational but understandable psychological reaction, similar to
what behavioral economists call “loss aversion” (cf. Loss aversion). Nonetheless, it
would be inaccurate of her to suddenly begin to describe a treatment choice which
she has always been satis�ed with as non-voluntary.
Yet, VaC theorists would argue just that. �e patient did not “will the action
without being under the control of another person or condition,” as Beauchamp and
Childress might wish to put it (see above). Likewise, Nelson et al. could point out
that the patient did not believe that B is the best choice merely due to “the merit of
reasons proposed,” but also due to the doctor’s lie, and is therefore choosing under
controlling in�uences, i.e., non-voluntarily.
�eir act description is uninformative—perhaps even deceptive, as it triggers
certain intuitions that should not be triggered here. Certainly, even more so as the
bioethicist moral vocabulary includes concepts such as “deceit,” “obligations,” and
“rights,” which are more suitable than “voluntariness” to apply here, while being su�ciently accurate to explain the ethics of the case. Given that the patient was wronged
in some way, the concept of voluntariness is not indispensable for a description of
precisely how she was wronged. In this case, it su�ces to say that the doctor lied to
her, which is a breach of con�dence and a restriction of the autonomy with which
the patient made her treatment decision.
Consider now an example in which a patient is not robbed of an option. Instead, an option is added to her range of available choices, and the patient is lied to
concerning the new option’s features.
A patient at a medical university correctly believes that she has treatment options
A, B, and C to choose from. She ranks the alternatives in that order. Now, her doctor,
who is also a researcher, informs the patient of an experimental treatment alternative
A+. �e doctor suggests that A+ is superior to the other options, but the truth
is that there is no evidence supporting the doctor’s claims. Based on the doctor’s
lie, the patient chooses option A+ and su�ers painful consequences from medical
maltreatment.
Again, VaC theorists would argue that the patient stood under the doctor’s control,
and thereby chose non-voluntarily. However, at least while there are other relevant
moral concepts available, it is an imprecise conviction.
Describing the patient’s choice as non-voluntary is alien to how she leads her life.
��
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If she were to �nd about the truth, she would likely rank A+ far below A, B, and C.
Nonetheless, it would be inaccurate of her to suddenly begin to describe a treatment
that she was misled to value incorrectly as non-voluntary �rst when, and because,
she learns its true value.
Furthermore, the patient made what she thought of at the time as a conscious and
self-determining choice. She was presented with a list of options, ranked them per
her own preferences, decided in favor of one of them, and had her wishes adhered to.
Describing her choice as non-voluntary is to belittle her role as a rational decisionmaker, as the choice of terms indicates passivity, i.e., non-agency. It is to degrade the
patient completely from person to prop on the scene of events.
Lastly, holding that the patient chose A+ non-voluntarily is in�ationary. It deprives the words “non-voluntary” of an intensity that we should strive to retain to be
able to vividly and accurately depict gun-to-the-head scenarios that are sometimes a
reality.
It is out of place to say that the patients in these examples chose non-voluntarily.
Doing so adds little of value to a description of their actions, particularly in relation
to the precision that could be attained by applying the analytically superior concept
of autonomy to the cases: �e patients chose voluntarily but—for reasons unrelated
to voluntariness—non-autonomously. A theory that renders the patients’ actions
non-voluntary is suboptimal with regards to fostering personal autonomy and to
analytical precision; it should be concluded that the notion that manipulation negates
voluntariness is too strong.
Agent-centeredness

I believe that grounding the concept of voluntariness outside of agents, as the VaC
theory does, is inherently mistaken. �e VaC theory essentially disregards the agent,
as it is oriented around others’ control of her rather than being oriented around her
directly; it is not agent-centered. But, voluntariness is deeply connected to individual agents’ engagement with their choices. �erefore, it is crucial that the agent’s
subjective point of view is not neglected in a conceptualization of voluntariness.
My proposal is that an action should be understood as non-voluntary if and
only if it is coerced, and if the agent thinks of the action as non-voluntary when
being coerced to perform it. In the following sections, I will attempt to establish the
view that the agent’s subjective point of view is important to a conceptualization of
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voluntariness. �en, I will defend my proposal from three objections that I expect
from critics.
Consider these examples, intended to demonstrate that the VaC theory disconnects the concept of voluntariness from agents’ choosing and acting, and that it is
problematic to do so.
Suppose (�) that a doctor informs her patient that she may choose between
treatments A, B, and C. �e hospital has �nancial interests in patients choosing
between A and B, so the doctor has been instructed to manipulate the patient by
purposefully depicting C as less favorable than it actually is and A and B as more
favorable than they actually are; the doctor complies. Now, suppose (�) that the
doctor does not purposefully depict A, B, and C as such, but that she mistakenly
believes them to have the characteristics that she attributes to them in (�).
VaC theorists would argue that the patient is being controlled in (�) and therefore
chooses non-voluntarily. However, in (�), the patient’s decision is not being controlled
and she is therefore choosing voluntarily. But, the patient made what she conceived
of as two identical choices: She does not think of them as non-voluntary. �eories
that give di�erent answers to (�) and (�) neglect her point of view. �ey detach the
concept of voluntariness from agents’ choosing and acting.
Now, suppose (�) that the doctor tries to follow the hospital’s instructions but
becomes confused and, while believing that she is successfully deceiving the patient,
she informs her about A, B, and C as they actually are. In (�), VaC theorists would
again claim that the patient’s choice is being controlled by the doctor, if poorly so.
�ey would argue that the patient chose non-voluntarily, despite the fact that the
doctor’s intended manipulation had no e�ect on her choosing. �e patient made the
same choice as she would have made had she been treated by a non-manipulative
doctor. VaC theorists, and others, must explain why a person’s action Y, that has
no e�ect on another person’s action Z, renders Z non-voluntary disregarding of the
Z-person’s own beliefs. To be clear, the VaC theory has the absurd consequence that
there could be situations when VaC theorists must try to convince people whose
stable and considerate opinions are that they have acted voluntarily that they are
mistaken: “Your views do not matter, you acted non-voluntarily.”
An agent-centered theory could deal with these examples, as it would incorporate
the agent’s experience of choosing and acting. �erefore, the VaC theory is suboptimal
in comparison to agent-centered theories in at least one respect.
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My proposal

To repeat, I propose that an action should be understood as non-voluntary if and
only if it is coerced, and if the agent thinks of the action as non-voluntary when being
coerced to perform it. �ere are three main complexities with this conceptualization:
It is not immediately clear what it is to think of an act as non-voluntary, why it should
be thought when being coerced, or what function the notion of coercion has. �ey
will be elaborated on in that order.
Not everyone has a stable and considered idea of what voluntariness is. Yet, my
proposal seems to require just that, since the proposal is that agents must think of
their actions as non-voluntary for them to be non-voluntary. What I have in mind
though, is an agent’s inner sense of resistance to the behavior that she is exposed to;
an intolerance, anti-attitude, or unwillingness.
�e inner sense must not be displayed by the agent, it su�ces that she experiences
it. An inner sense of resistance is displayed either verbally by articulating it, or
physically by resisting. Neither should be required of agents for their actions to be
labeled non-voluntary. Suppose, for instance, that a doctor points a gun to the head
of a patient who refuses treatment with the intention of forcing her to undergo it.
It is unreasonable to say that the patient then undergoes treatment voluntarily only
because she did not protest or resist when the doctor pointed a gun at her. It is
enough that the patient experiences a sense of inner resistance for the action to be
non-voluntary, she must not also display it.�
�e agent should think of the action as non-voluntary when being coerced to perform it. More precisely, it should be thought at least at some point while the coercion
lasts. It could be the case that a person is coerced to undergo a long treatment during
which her inner resistance slowly breaks down until she becomes emotionless or
apathetic towards it. �at does not mean that she continues the treatment voluntarily.
But, if the person changes her attitude not due to the coercion, or to the in�uence
of some other person or condition, but due to her own independent and rational
revaluation, it is not unreasonable to say that she continues her treatment voluntarily
(although she begun it non-voluntarily). Furthermore, if an agent thinks of an action
as non-voluntary �rst a�er the coercion has ended, it was not non-voluntarily performed. A conceptualization of voluntariness should not enable agents to dress up
� It

is mainly through the notion of thinking of one’s own actions as non-voluntary that the agent’s
perspective is taken into account by my proposal, i.e., what makes my proposal agent-centered.
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their regret in an exculpating language that downplays their own role in what has
unfolded.
Finally, an action is non-voluntary only if it is coerced. Coercion is a form of
in�uence not like any other. It alone bears the capacity to neutralize agency completely.
�erefore, while other forms of in�uences can be gravely unjusti�ed, they do not
reach the same threshold as coercion does. Yet, I withhold that coercion does not
negate voluntariness by default. �is is unconventional and requires an explanation.
Coercion and voluntariness

Suppose that a patient faces the treatment options A, B, and C, that she ranks them
in that order, but that she thinks of them as three good options, much unlike option
D, E, and F, which she thinks of as bad options. Now, suppose also that the patient’s
doctor for some reason wants the patient to choose option B. Upon realizing that the
patient is about to choose treatment A, the doctor bursts out: “If you choose A, I will
reduce your dose of painkillers!” �e patient, who fails to appreciate the peculiarity
of the doctor’s unprovoked outburst, shrugs disinterestedly. “Okay,” she says, “I’ll
choose B then.”
It is true that the patient chooses B non-autonomously, but although the doctor
coerces her (per VaC standards), it is alien to how the patient leads her life to say that
she chooses B non-voluntarily. Had the doctor forced the patient to choose between
D, E, and F, it is likely that she would have thought of it as non-voluntary at the time
of choosing, i.e., experienced an inner sense of resistance of the kind discussed above.
But, since she thought of A, B, and C as good options, it did not dawn on her at the
time that she might be wronged. If she later recollects the scene, she would be correct
in saying that the doctor wronged her in some way, but incorrect in saying that she
did not choose voluntarily; it would be an inaccurate description of something that
should include her attitude toward the choice.
�e example is intended to show that there is a di�erence between coercing
someone who is engaged with a choice and coercing someone who is not. While
it is possible, in most cases even likely, that a coerced agent is wronged in some
way disregarding of whether she is engaged with her choice, the latter does not
negate voluntariness. Whatever it is that makes it wrong to coerce people, the term
“voluntariness” is not always the most suitable to employ in an articulation of the
wrongness.
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Objections

�e �rst objection targets the subjectivism of my proposal, the second is that my proposal is counterintuitive, and the �nal objection is that my proposal is unconventional.
I will answer to them in that order.
�ere are two aspects of the objection that targets the subjectivism of my proposal;
one is that subjectivism entails relativism, the other is that subjective experiences
cannot be objectively evaluated. Whether an action is voluntary, it might be argued,
should be determined by objective standards. Resting an account on individual
perceptions is untrustworthy and allows for relativism. �is objection is mistaken.
First, the notion of thinking about an action as non-voluntary is not intended to
single-handedly explain voluntariness, as all actions thought of as non-voluntary
by the acting agent would then also be non-voluntary. It is one of two necessary
and jointly su�cient criteria that in conjunction explains voluntariness (coercion
being the other). Second, the fact that my notion includes subjective judgments does
not entail that it builds on subjectivism. I have proposed an objective standard for
what it is to think of an action as non-voluntary, and agents can fail to adhere to it.
�ereby, my notion is not inherently untrustworthy and does certainly not allow for
relativism.
Regarding the objection that subjective experiences cannot be evaluated, my
answer is that a distinction must be made between criteria of evaluation and the
decision procedures by which such criteria are evaluated. �e criterion of evaluation
is here the notion that an action is non-voluntary only if the agent thinks of it as
such when being coerced to perform it. It rests on whether an agent experiences an
inner sense of resistance, which is epistemically di�cult to determine. �is epistemic
di�culty is here a matter of decision procedure, i.e., of deciding whether the criterion
of evaluation is met in a particular instance. But, decision procedures are unrelated to
the truth-value of criteria of evaluation. �e truth-value of the notion that an action
is non-voluntary only if the agent thinks of it as such when being coerced does not
hinge on whether the agent’s thoughts are epistemically available to an observer. �e
fact that my account of voluntariness is accompanied by epistemic di�culties does
not mean that it is false.�
�e next objection is that my proposal is counterintuitive. In most theories of
voluntariness, coercion negates voluntariness by default. Nonetheless, I think that
� And,

the epistemic di�culty does not necessarily amount to an epistemic impossibility.
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there are strong reasons to adhere to the notion that an action is non-voluntary only
if the agent thinks of it as such when being coerced. �erefore, regarding coercion, I
will have to bite the bullet. In the above section, I have presented an example showing
that it is perhaps not completely unreasonable that an agent can be subject to coercion
and still act voluntarily. It is a matter of being (or not being) engaged with the choice
in question; if the choice does not matter to the agent, coercion does not a�ect the
voluntariness with which she chooses. Even if my arguments are unconvincing, it
should be concluded that the standard view that coercion negates voluntariness by
default should not be uncritically accepted.
�e �nal objection is that my proposal is unconventional. Voluntariness is one of
bioethicists’ favorite go-to-concepts. However, I think that it is over-used. Other VaC
theorists than those already mentioned have suggested that potentially constraining
political, cultural, social, and economic factors may limit an agent’s degree of control
over her choices and thereby the voluntariness with which she chooses (Bull and
Lindegger ����, p. ��). Yet others have expanded the theory further. For instance, it
has been shown that in research involving children many mothers consider decisionmaking by the child’s father as socially normative, and some argue that this norm
in�uences the mothers’ voluntariness (Molyneux et al. ����; Kamuya et al. ����, p. ��).
Lastly, in perhaps the most demanding version of the VaC theory, it has been argued
that voluntariness requires authenticity, understood as choosing “in a way that is
in conformity with one’s identity, a�ective state, values, and goals, and is truthful
to one’s sense of self and view of the good life” (Berghmans ����, p. ��). In other
words, bioethicists have attempted to squeeze almost anything into the concept of
voluntariness, as if it could explain all sorts of moral dilemmas.
However, the concept is not as applicable as bioethicists o�en seem to think. On
the contrary, most actions are voluntarily performed, while potential moral problems
associated with them are better explained through other concepts. Bioethicists should
strive toward conceptual diversity and plurality, developing more concepts with better
precision, rather than attempting to �t everything into one universal tool.
One tool that might have to be invented is a criterion of engagement, or interest,
in informed consent. �at is, if voluntariness should be understood more narrowly
than what is common, which is my view, something else might need to �ll the newly
formed space in between already established informed consent criteria. Perhaps
people cannot consent to a medical intervention or research participation if they are
not engaged in the decision, in the sense discussed above.
��
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Putting the theory to work

�e question remains how to put my theory to work. I will brie�y demonstrate that
here.
�e patient in the co�ee example takes her medicine voluntarily but unknowingly. As she is unaware of the medicine in her co�ee she does not consent to being
medicated.
Had the nurse said, “drink your co�ee or I will not let your family in during
visiting hours tomorrow,” the patient would have been coerced. If the patient engages in the decision, as discussed above, and if the nurse had been successful in
her e�ort to medicate the patient, it would have been an example of coercion that
negates voluntariness. If the patient does not engage in the choice, but only shrugs
disinterestedly, it would have been coercion that did not negate the voluntariness of
her actions. �ough, due to her ignorance of the medicine dissolved in the co�ee,
the patient’s actions would not amount to valid consent in either case.
Other examples are: A patient who hears voices in her head telling her to consent
to treatment consents voluntarily but incompetently; a patient who consents to treatment because “everyone expects her to” consents voluntarily but non-autonomously;
a patient who refuses treatment because she wants to die does so voluntarily.
Concluding remarks

�is article is an attempt to stimulate bioethicist debate on voluntariness; its conditions, and role. It has been suggested that voluntariness should cover lesser moral
ground than what is conventional. Voluntariness should be an agent-centered concept that takes the agent’s point of view into consideration through the notion that
an act is non-voluntary only if the agent thinks of it as such when being coerced to
perform it. �ereby, greater analytical precision can be achieved while voluntariness
is reconnected with how people actually lead their lives, which fosters autonomy.
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